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Abstract
The objective of this study is to create a functional calculation tool which can be used to
calculate the optimal deployable balloon design for various use cases. The environments of
Earth, and Titan, a large moon of Saturn with a gaseous atmosphere, are the two subjects of
current interest for exploratory balloon deployment and research. Thus, these two locations have
been modelled for use in the developed tool.
The primary tool for analysis and construction of this calculator is Microsoft Excel,
which contains an interactive user page by which the calculations are presented to the user after
key inputs are provided. Using the reference tables and equations from two AIAA textbooks as
well as online US 1976 Standard Tables and best current Titan data, the calculator is built to
provide a number of outputs for four key inputs: for Earth or Titan atmospheric flight, the
balloon mass, payload mass, neck lift, and buoyancy gas are required. In turn, the calculator
returns the following outputs: burst altitude, ascent rate, burst diameter, and functional altitude
range for a balloon with the provided qualities, as well as Newton-weight values for the provided
kilogram and gram base inputs.
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Introduction
The origin of the modern interest of ballooning begins with the invention of the hot air
balloon by French merchant brothers Joseph-Michel and Jacques-Etienne Montgolfier in the late
18th century. At this point, the concept of heavier-than-air lifting vessels are a completely foreign
concept to most of the world, and have yet to be demonstrated. Human flight was thought to be
impossible due to the weight of a human. Thus, the Montgolfier balloon, when completed and
tested for audiences across France in the waning years of the century, revolutionizes an entire
new category of science and engineering: flight. While this genre of study would eventually
evolve towards powered flight, the humble beginnings of hot air balloons are likely to be some
of the most useful experimental techniques for the near future of extraterrestrial exploration. This
is due to the powerful, passive, and yet simply-controlled nature of balloon flight.

Figure 1: Montgolfier balloon of late 18th century design. [1]
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The physics by which a balloon functions is simple – either an air-tight sack that holds a
pocket of air is heated, or a less-dense gas such as helium or hydrogen is placed in the sack, and
the balloon vessel is placed in a region of the atmosphere with a lower density than the gas
contained in the sack. Either way, the mechanism at work is the same. When air is heated, the
density of the air decreases, causing lift as the lesser-dense object rises above the denser object.
The same result occurs when helium or hydrogen or some other buoyant gas is used without the
need for heat, as the fluid inside of the balloon is already less dense than the fluid outside. This is
the technique by which most modern science balloons, whether on Earth or extraterrestrial,
generate lift. In both cases, the difference in density pulls the balloon upwards, the magnitude of
which is the force of lift. Thus, balloons can be very simple yet powerful tools for atmospheric
exploration when designed optimally for a specific exploration location.

Figure 2: Diagram of basic balloon physics. [2]
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The location of a balloon is highly critical to the balloon’s performance. Specifically,
with regards to altitude and local gravitational acceleration, location is the main determinant of
balloon performance. The higher up in the atmosphere the balloon travels, the closer it will come
to reach neutral levels of buoyancy with the surrounding thinning atmosphere. This results in
diminishing net lifting force, and the balloon will gradually slow in its ascent as the net force
decreases. As a more critical concern, the decrease in external pressure as the balloon rises
through the atmosphere will eventually cause the balloon to burst. As the tensile strength of the
balloon is exceeded by the pressure void differential at high altitudes, this will cause the balloon
to expand until it explodes, sending the payload plummeting back to the planetary surface. These
failure factors are what determine the performance of the balloon in exploratory environments,
and must be considered highest priority when the balloon is designed.
Thus, the calculator developed within this study is a tool designed to assist the engineer.
Whether being deployed here on Earth or on Saturn’s moon, Titan, the current highest focus of
extraterrestrial atmospheric exploration, the tools employed within this design study will assist in
designing a balloon for precise usage with minimal work involved. As the modelling program is
designed around the balloon as a payload-carrying vessel, the values required of the user are the
mass of the balloon, the payload design mass, the lift mass requirement, and the buoyancy gas of
use. After choosing to model the balloon on Earth or on Titan, the calculator returns the weight
conversions for all of the mass values based on the local acceleration of gravity, but most
importantly, the ascent rate and burst altitude for the balloon specified. The calculator developed
within this study gives the user an understanding of the expected maximum altitude, time of
flight for the balloon based on ascent rate and maximum altitude, and the maximum lifting effort
the balloon can provide for a payload in flight.
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These key pieces of design information provided by the calculator are crucial to mission
planning for atmospheric balloon deployments, as it is critical to understand how long the
balloon can remain in operation while still requiring any active control of flight. Minimal design
discrepancies can give rise to erroneous designs, which in turn can become very expensive,
distant paperweights after launch, with minimal ability for post-launch correction. Thus, this
study aims to define, explore, and demonstrate the abilities of the developed calculator to do this
sensitive mission planning legwork for the most common usage cases in a fully automated
method.
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Main Body:
Construction of the Calculator: Environmental Data
The design for the calculator revolves around the core physics of the balloon’s flight and
lifting capabilities, and as such, significant mathematical legwork is necessary. The first step to
beginning these calculations is to identify the right data from existing science observations of
both Earth and Titan. The information for Earth’s atmosphere is relatively easy to locate – in the
case of this study, the relevant information is sourced from an AIAA Aerospace Engineering
aircraft engine design textbook in its US Standard Tables index [3]. Finding the necessary data to
perform these calculations for the moon of Titan is somewhat more difficult, with the Titan
atmospheric data requiring in-depth examinations of recent published research from the Cassini
and Huygens missions, mainly the In Situ: Measurements paper [4]. After this data is identified,
the groundwork begins for the calculation of necessary parameters of the atmospheric effect on
the balloons and how these factors influence the balloon performance.

Figure 3: A graph illustrating the Pressure and Temperature versus Titan atmosphere height [4].
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Construction of the Calculator: Balloon Metrics
The first of the calculations to be performed are to establish the dimensions of the balloon
used as an input to a calculator. For these calculations, the location of the balloon (in this
calculator, either Earth or Titan) matters, as the local acceleration due to gravity significantly
changes based on several factors. Thus, using Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion, it is possible to
identify the forces acting on the balloon with given mass values. This is shown below as an
excerpt from the Excel document containing the calculator in Figure 4. Of note are the surface
gravity condition of Titan in the example shown, the mass of the payload (input), the weight of
the payload (calculated), the mass of the balloon (input), and the weight of the balloon
(calculated). Furthermore, the coefficient of the balloon’s drag in the atmosphere was estimated
based on the balloon’s general shape, assumed to be a sphere for simplicity, with the general
parameters for the balloon coming from the NASA balloon material “Totex” [5]. This value is
approximately 0.25-0.30 for nearly all balloon designs in the scope of this study, and a matrix is
built to accommodate the corresponding drag coefficient cases for all balloon weight options
available to the user of this calculator. This matrix would change for any other specific material.

Figure 4: Use of input data to calculate various key balloon parameters.
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Figure 5: Excerpt of the balloon burst characteristic and coefficient of drag matrix [5].
The remaining calculations shown in Figure 4 are further definitions of the lift properties
of the provided balloon design, stemming from the net lifting force the balloon can provide after
subtractions for various components critical to the balloons functions (harness/tether, structure,
etc.). For simplicity of this study, the balloon tether is assumed to be of negligible weight, but
this can be edited with minimal effort for more specific design situations. The ultimate
calculation within this domain is to solve for the Free Lift, which is a simple subtraction of Gross
Lift minus the weight of the balloon, “Weight Balloon.” This parameter is then next to be used in
the calculation of the initial balloon characteristics, with the immediate next step being to
develop the atmospheric data ranges so that the balloon physics calculations can be performed.
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Construction of the Calculator: Atmosphere Calculations
In order to move further forward in the slew of computation necessary to define the
requested balloon physics and properties, the atmospheric data for both Earth and Titan must
first be established. In this step, the basic properties of the atmosphere of each planetary body
identified in section “Construction of the Calculator: Environmental Data,” namely pressure,
density, and temperature as a function of altitude above sea level, are placed in a matrix for
computational access within Excel. These values for Earth and Titan are sourced from relevant
published textbooks [3, 10] and verified against US standard table calculators [6], and from
published papers regarding the data in question [4], respectively. Figure 6, below, shows an
excerpt of the basic atmospheric properties for Titan prior to any cascading calculations in Excel.

Figure 6: Excerpt of Titan’s atmospheric properties gathered from public data [4].

Next, the speed of sound is calculated for each altitude. This is based on Equation (1):
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = √𝛾𝑅𝑇

(1)
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In this formula, gamma is the ratio of specific heats of the atmospheric fluid, R is the gas
constant for the atmospheric fluid, and T is the temperature of the atmospheric fluid. As the
altitude changes, changing the value of T, so does the local speed of sound. Thus, a local speed
of sound for each altitude increment is calculated for higher precision in later calculations.
Furthermore, an estimate for the low, medium, and high wind velocities are made as a function
of altitude, based on the assumption that there is a constant ratio of wind speed to altitude. This
of course is simply speculation, especially in Titan’s case as there is not enough available data to
determine exact wind speeds at various altitudes. Regardless, this estimate is included as a
rudimentary method by which balloon drift can be considered based on the balloon time of flight
calculation. Finally, the balloon gas density is calculated using the ideal gas equation,
represented below as Equation (2):
𝑃𝑉 = 𝑁𝑅𝑇

(2)

where P is pressure, V is volume, N is the amount of the gas, R is the gas constant for the chosen
buoyancy gas in the balloon, and T is the temperature of the gas. For the calculation of the
density of the chosen buoyancy gas at sea level altitude, an abbreviated form of Equation (2) can
be used as density is a non-quantitative property:
𝑃𝑉 = 𝑅𝑇

(3)

which is equivalent to:
𝑃

𝜌 = 𝑅𝑇

(4)

where Rho is density of the buoyancy gas in the balloon. Thus, the density of the buoyancy gas is
calculated for each altitude of Earth and Titan, providing information that will now be used to
calculate the physical properties of the balloon solution the calculator will return to the user.
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Figure 7, below, illustrates the new sets of calculated values found using these steps. The next
step in the calculation process is to solve for the solution balloon dimensions and volume.

Figure 7: Excerpt of Titan atmospheric calculations of local speed of sound, wind speed
estimations, and the local balloon buoyancy gas density as a function of altitude.
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Construction of the Calculator: Balloon Solution
Once the previous steps are established, it is now possible to determine exact amounts of
the chosen gas needed to inflate the balloon with the required lifting force, the initial volume of
this gas at sea level on either Earth or Titan, and then the initial diameter of the balloon to fit that
volume of gas required. To find these values, a few simple calculations are done, of which the
use of a few chemistry constants are required. As seen below in Figure 8, the gas constants for a
few common balloon designs are displayed. In order to simplify the balloon design process, the
calculator user sheet only allows common buoyancy gases as options for the user: Helium,
Methane, and Hydrogen. Next, the gas constant of choice is then automatically included in the
calculations of most of the values above it in Figure 8, beginning with “mass Gas.”

Figure 8: Example internal calculations for Earth, dependent on buoyant gas selected by the user.
The internal calculation “mass Gas” is a formula that takes into account the density of the
chosen gas at sea level calculated using the atmospheric table information (refer to Constructing
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the Calculator: Atmosphere Calculations), the Gross Lift of the balloon based on inputs, the local
surface acceleration due to gravity, and the surface pressure, temperature, and density for the
planetary body selected. Once again, the ideal gas equation is used to find the mass of gas
required for the balloon, shown below by Equation (5):
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑎𝑠 =

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡∗𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑃
𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑛𝐺𝑎𝑠𝑅∗𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑇∗(𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐴𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠−𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐺𝑎𝑠)∗𝑆𝐿 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(5)

This equation essentially uses the buoyancy (difference in density of the gases) and buoyant gas
properties internal to the ideal gas law in order to solve for a required buoyant gas mass required.
In other words, the result of this equation is the necessary mass of buoyant gas in order to meet
the user’s balloon design requirements. Immediately after this calculation, the next calculation
takes the ideal gas law and the mass of gas found and calculates the volume of that quantity of
gas based on surface temperature and pressure. Thus, the volume of gas required, i.e. the
necessary volume of the solution balloon, is established. This volume is now easily manipulated
through the equation for the volume of a sphere in order to solve for the radius of the solution
balloon design. This is shown below in Equation (6):
1

4

3

𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟 → 𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
3

3∗𝑉
3
( 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 )
4∗𝜋

(6)

where 𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 yields the necessary balloon radius for the desired balloon volume and lifting
capability. This is then very simply provided as a diameter for ease of use as well as in feet.
Finally, the ascent rate of the balloon can be determined using these calculated parameters. Using
the Free Lift, atmospheric density, coefficient of drag, and the initial solution radius, it is
possible to calculate the solution balloon ascent rate in m/s. This is shown in Equation (7) below:
𝑚

2∗𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡

𝐴𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 ( 𝑠 ) = 𝐴𝑡𝑚.𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦∗𝐶

𝑑 ∗𝜋∗√𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(7)
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The result of this equation provides an initial ascent rate for the solution balloon design.
The ascent rate calculation is designed to closely mirror the incompressible aerodynamic
approach to drag force on the balloon flight, as the balloon is rising at speeds far less than Mach
0.3. This method is also comparable in practice to publically available tools for similar use [9].
This result is provided back to the user as a solution, and the final calculations for the balloon
solution can now be taken in order to solve for the bursting altitude.
The bursting altitude for the solution balloon is found by using a rather complicatedlooking Excel code workaround in order to scan the Totex Balloon Data for the user-provided
balloon mass, which provides the corresponding maximum diameter that balloon mass can
withstand, or “bursting diameter.” In reality, this is simply pairing a maximum balloon radius to
a balloon mass value provided by the user that then corresponds to the balloon manufacturer’s
failure specifications. This data is then used to identify the maximum altitude the balloon can rise
before bursting, using a FORECAST function in order to extrapolate the precise expected burst
altitude. The result of this calculation is a precision estimate for the bursting altitude of the
solution balloon, based on the previously calculated parameters and their successive interactions.
With this calculation done, the internal calculator portions are now fully complete.

Figure 9: Resultant balloon solutions that will be returned to the user.
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User Interface
The design of this calculator tool is designed specifically to minimize the work required
of the user, which minimizes the possible error a user could introduce by faulty calculations or
otherwise. In order to stick to this principle as closely as possible, the user interface page is
designed to be simple, straightforward, and easily read.

Figure 10: User interface for the Atmospheric Balloon Burst Model calculator.
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As seen in Figure 10 and described on the page itself, the calculator accepts five inputs:
planetary body of interest (limited to Earth or Titan), payload mass, lift mass, balloon mass, and
buoyancy gas, of which Helium, Methane, and Nitrogen are options. As soon as these inputs are
entered, the internal calculations occur and update immediately. Thus, the user receives a near
instant result once all inputs are entered. This leaves minimal calculation hang time. The outputs,
as visible in Figure 10, are the payload weight and the solution balloon’s weight, neck lift, ascent
rate, and burst altitude. These last two results are the solution parameters of primary interest,
which can be used to quickly estimate the necessary buoyant gas, balloon volume or radius, or
maximum altitude capability for a specific balloon solution.
The phrase “balloon solution” or “solution balloon” is used here as this calculator is
essentially an open-ended system with respect to inputs, but is able to provide a specific optimal
design for the requested inputs and provide the user with this solution. While there may be more
refined solutions possible, and the inputs for some characteristics are limited by manufacturer or
chemical data entries, this calculator combines simplicity and ease of use while retaining strong
calculation abilities.
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Sample Result and Interpretation
The following sample inputs are selected as criterion of interest to a prospective user:
Table 1: Sample Inputs for Example Usage Case
Parameter

Argument

Planetary Body of Interest

Titan

Payload Mass

3.500 kg

Lift Mass

6.500 kg

Balloon Mass

1500 g

Balloon Gas

Helium

These example inputs resemble an experimental exploration balloon deployed on Titan,
potentially using Helium as method of lift. It is assumed that the balloon would carry some
significant scientific instrumentation as the payload, estimated here to be 3.500 kg. Similarly, the
lifting mass at the neck of the balloon is estimated to be a bit higher than the payload, as the
balloon must lift more than the weight added via the payload and the weight of the balloon itself.
This lifting mass of 6.500 kg is more than the payload mass by a significant margin, which will
allow the balloon to reach a moderate rate of ascent. The neck lift value can be titrated to reach a
suitable ascent rate or time of flight to match the mission requirement. Finally, the balloon mass
is chosen as 1500 grams, perhaps based on the mass allotment from the mission design plan.
Now that these inputs have been entered, a result is immediately calculated and presented
to the user via the output table on the user interface screen. The user interface screen is shown
below as Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Sample inputs and resultant outputs.

The results for this sample calculation are rewritten in Table 2, below, for ease of review.
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Table 2: Output Results for Sample Inputs
Parameter

Argument

Balloon Weight

2.03 N

Payload Weight

4.73 N

Neck Lift

8.79 N

Ascent Rate

1.91 m/s

Burst Altitude

97.45 km
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Next Steps and Improvements
While the Atmospheric Balloon Burst Model calculator is robust in its current form, there
are several points of weakness that, to an unsuspecting or unaware user, could cause some issues.
The first issue of note, and the most glaring one, is the limits on where and what can be tested for
balloon modelling in this calculator. As previously discussed, these limits are to maintain
simplicity and ease of use, or in some cases where there is a lack of specific data for more
precise calculations, to maintain cohesiveness across the potential usage cases by restricting the
potential inputs to some degree. The first improvement to the calculator would thus need to be an
incorporation of further refined Titan and Earth data as this becomes available, which would
likely improve the flexibility of the calculator to incorporate more varied solution methods.
A close second priority for improvement would be to transfer this calculator into a more
convenient coding language or software, such as MATLAB. While Excel is able to cope with the
demands of this calculator, the minimal refinement of the atmosphere altitude tables among other
items is a direct result of the inconvenience Excel causes when moderately iterative calculations
are introduced. MATLAB is explicitly designed for iterative calculations such as this, and would
likely represent a much more cleanly written calculator code than what is presently possible in
this Excel baseline. With this being said, retaining Excel as the calculation software has one
major positive over MATLAB: it is extremely simple for users to utilize. While MATLAB
requires extensive computer drive space to install and run, Excel is fairly minimal in
requirements. This serves as a functional advantage, but one that may be rendered moot if
another lightweight software can be used instead with better clarity of code.
As for computational weaknesses, this calculator has a couple of particular note. The first
of these is that for some of the interim calculations, there is a necessary amount of interpolation
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at times. This may introduce some lingering error to the final result, but the magnitude of this
error is unknown if it does exist, nor is the consistency of this error easily identified. It is
assumed that error from this type of source would be minimal based on the minimization of
interpolation when possible, but it is possible some remains. Secondly, because of the need to
manually input temperature, density, and pressure values for each atmospheric model, there is
the possibility that erroneous values are present, or current data for these environments, namely
Titan due to the lack of complete exploration, could present incorrect solutions. The only
counteraction to this source of error is to continue to update the calculator when and if new
observational data arises.
Finally, as for potential interface issues, there is a situation in which the output results
could show “#N/A” as the value for ascent rate and/or burst altitude when a problematic
combination of inputs is provided by the user. Combinations that could cause this type of issue
stem from a neck lift mass less than the payload mass, which would not rise off of the planetary
surface, to using a buoyancy gas that causes the balloon to burst either at or below sea level. In
these cases, the calculator is not able to adequately describe the problem to the user, and the user
must use intuition and modifications of the chosen inputs in order to return valid results.
In short, while there are specific conditions and considerations that may present
weaknesses for the calculator, for typical use cases, these weaknesses will not be an issue for
most users. While limited in certain outputs, users are still offered many choices and some open
value inputs. This strength, while still somewhat dampened by the limitations of the Excel
software, is still a user-friendly tool that is able to quickly and accurately provide a solution.
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Conclusion
The objective of this study is to develop a useful, automated tool by which atmospheric
balloon performance can be modelled, allowing users to design optimal balloon solutions for
various uses. This study investigates the developmental requirements for such a tool, diving into
the necessary calculations and design considerations for a calculator of this purpose. Using
available data, an atmospheric model is designed for both Earth and Titan that can be used to
simulate atmospheric balloon performance, including bursting altitude, ascent rate, balloon
weight, payload weight, and neck lifting force. These results are provided in exchange for inputs
provided by the user, including which planetary body is of interest, the payload mass, the lift
mass, the balloon mass, and the buoyancy gas in the balloon.
In the course of the analysis conducted for this study, the usefulness of this calculator
becomes apparent when viewing similar calculations for balloon missions outside of Earth.
Many considerations must be made, and the optimal balloon design for the exact conditions
where it will operate is imperative. There is not much room for error in these tight-margin
mission budgets, and conserving effort by minimizing errors is a powerful method to eliminate
extraneous waste. Sample solutions for balloons designed in the calculator could take many
hours by hand if one were to manually calculate and iterate until an optimal solution is found.
Thus, the importance of efficiency is best seen in the applicability of the burst model investigated
in this study.
While this calculator model has limitations, these limitations do not impede usage in
finding balloon solutions for typical scenarios for typical users. This is not to say there aren’t
ranges of scenarios that the calculator cannot handle; there certainly are, and these weaknesses
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are investigated in this study to great depth. Rather, the vital perspective is that first developing
an automated tool to solve the standard ninety percent of problems eventually leads to further
refinements to solve the remaining ten percent. This is key to finding more methods by which
work can be streamlined, error minimized, and excess effort reduced successively moving
forward.
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